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Let {I’,) be a Gaussian ARMA process with spectral density/;,(i), where 0 is an 
unknown parameter. To estimate 0 we propose a minimum contrast estimation 
method which includes the maximum likelihood method and the quasi-maximum 
likelihood method as special cases. Let o^, be the minimum contrast estimator of 0. 
Then we derive the Edgewroth expansion of the distribution of 6r up to third order, 
and prove its validity. By this Edgeworth expansion we can see that this minimum 
contrast estimator is always second-order asymptotically efftcient in the class of 
second-order asymptotically median unbiased estimators. Also the third-order 
asymptotic comparisons among minimum contrast estimators will be discussed. 
( 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently some systematic studies of higher order asymptotic theory for 
stationary processes have been developed. In many cases such studies have 
used the formal Edgeworth expansions. Thus it has been required to prove 
their validities. Gotze and Hipp [lo] showed that formal Edgeworth 
expansions are valid for sums of weakly dependent vectors. Durbin [S] 
and Taniguchi [16] showed the validity of Edgeworth expansions of 
statistics derived from observations which are not necessarily independent 
and identically distributed. However their sufficient conditions for the 
validity are hard to check even in the fundamental statistics. 
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In this paper we propose a minimum contrast estimation method which 
includes the maximum likelihood method and the quasi-maximum 
likelihood method as special cases. Suppose that {X,} is a Gaussian 
ARMA process with spectral density f#(n), where 0 is an unknown 
parameter. Let 4, be the minimum contrast estimator of 6. Then we give 
the Edgeworth expansion of the distribution of 4, up to third order, and 
prove its validity. That is, as special cases we get the valid Edgeworth 
expansions for the maximum likelihood estimator and the quasi-maximum 
likelihood estimator which is defined by the value minimizing 
p r ;log.ff,(~f + ~A~~w-f,( -)> I dA with respect to 8, where Z,(i) is the 
periodogram. 
In Section 7 we consider the transformed statistic 0, = fir+ (l/T) m(t?r), 
where m(. ) is a smooth function. Then we give the valid Edgeworth expan- 
sion for 0,. By this Edgeworth expansion we can see that our minimum 
contrast estimator is always second-order asymptotically efficient in the 
class of second order asymptotically median unbiased estimators if 
efficiency is measured by the degree of concentration of the sampling dis- 
tribution up to second order. Also the third-order asymptotic comparisons 
among minimum contrast estimators will be given. 
2. MINIMUM CONTRAST ESTIMATOR 
We propose a minimum contrast estimator which includes the maximum 
likelihood estimator and the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator as 
special cases. 
Let D, and Da,,, be spaces of functions on [ -rc, x] defined by 
f a(u)exp(-iuA),a(u)=a(--u), 
u= -x 
x 
c (l+/u/)la(u)l<d,forsomed<cr, 
u= -x 
o<g<c<a . 
I 
We set down the following assumptions. 
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ASSUMPTION 1. {X,} is a Gaussian stationary process with the spectral 
densityfo,(~) E Da,,,, 0,~CcOclR~,andmeanO.HereQisanopenset 
of R’ and C is a compact subset of 0. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The spectral density &(A) is continuously five times 
differentiable with respect to 0~ 0, and the derivatives Gh,f,,lae, c?‘f,,/M’, 
a3foJac13, a4fJde4, and a5fo/a6s belong to D,. 
ASSUMPTION 3. There exists d, > 0 such that 
Suppose that a stretch X,= (X, ,..., X,)’ of the series {X,) is available. 
Let CT= CT (0,) be the covariance matrix of X,. The (m, n)th element of 
ZT is given by jTZ exp{ i(m -n) i> f,,,(i) d3.. Let A,(8) and B7(0) be TX T- 
Toeplitz matrices associated with harmonic functions gs(,I) and h,(j.), 
where g, E DLRMA, h, E D, (i.e., the (m, n)th element of A.(8) 
and B,(Q) are given by S~.~expri(m-n)j”}g,,(E,)dE. and 
1: n exp{ i(m - n) i,) A,,(;.) di, respectively. We impose the following 
assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 4. The functions g,, and Iz,, are continuously four times dif- 
ferentiable with respect to 8 E 0, and the derivatives ?g,,/c!O,..., (7”g,,/M4, 
Sh,,/i!O ,..., d4h,,/8BJ, 8 E 0, belong to D,,. Also g,, and h,, satisfy 
ASSUMPTION 5. A function h,(O) is four times continuously differen- 
tiable with respect to 0, and is written as 
Now consider the following equation; 
fX;A,(B) ’ BT(W A.(Q). ’ X,=h,(Q), HEQ. (2.2) 
A minimum contrast estimator &, of 0, is defined by a value of 8 that 
satisfies the equation (2.2). This estimator 0, includes the following cases; 
EXAMPLE 1. Put gfj=fn, h, = 4 ;If,/aO and h,(8) = (1/2T) tr 11;’ (a@) 
(Z,), then by Theorem 1 in Taniguchi [IS], 
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The estimator 4, becomes the maximum likelihood estimator (see 
Taniguchi [ 15, 171). 
EXAMPLE 2. Put g,= 1/27c, ho= (1/87t’)(@‘~/dB)f, ’ and h,(B)= 
(1/47r) j” J;; ‘(Z/&I),fn dl. Then (2.2) is written as 
(2.3) 
We can see that Eq. (2.3) is equivalent to 
z,(n) 
1M-d~~) +m d = 0, 
where Ir.(j.) = (1/27rT) Ix,!=, X,e”“J ‘. Thus the estimator t?r becomes the 
quasi-maximum likelihood estimator (see Dunsmuir and Hannan [7] and 
Hosoya and Taniguchi [ 121). 
At first we present the following basic theorem which is useful for the 
higher-order asymptotic theory up to third order in time series analysis. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that Assumptions l-5 hold. Let a be an arbitrar!, 
fi.ved number .such that 0 < r < i. 
(I ) There exists a statistic 4, which solves (2.2) such that for some 
d, > 0, 
P;:;[CJ&-&,I <d,T” ‘:‘I= 1 -o(T ‘), 
~in~formly ,ftir t10 6 C. 
(2) For (d,) satisfying (2.4), 
(2.4) 
sup ~~,~[~TZ(u,)~“‘(ii,-O,)~B]-~~yl(.~)p:(~~)dx~=o(T-‘). (2.5 
Rt k, 
un!formlv .for 8, E C, where a0 is a class of Bore1 sets of R’ satisjju’ng 
(2.6 ‘) 
Here b(x) = (l/J27r) e rL’L, and p:(x) = 1 + (q(x)/JT) + (r(x)/T) where 
q(x) and r(x) are po/ynomials. 
In Section 6 we shall give the coefficients of q(x) and r(x) by using the 
spectral density,f,,. 
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3. STOCHASTIC EXPANSION OF MINIMUM CONTRAST ESTIMATOR 
In this section we derive a stochastic expansion of 4,. We set down 
l,(O) =x;ff,(6) x,- Tb.(O), 
where H,(O)=A.(O)-’ B,(O)A,(H))‘. Let 
z,(~)=(li~){X;H,(B)X,- Th.(O)), (3.1) 
Zd@l= (l/fi){X>h,(U) XT- tr ET(#) &r(O)), (3.2) 
Z,(8) = (l/jrT)o~RAO) XT- tr L:,(O) H,(O);, (3.3) 
where fii,(0) = (8/83) HT(O) and I?,(O) = (@/M”) H,(B). Henceforth, for 
simplicity, we sometimes use A, B, H, L’, Z,, Z,, and Z, instead of A.(O), 
B,(B), HAO), L,(O), Z’(O), Z,(O), and Z,(O), respectively. It is easy to 
show that 
tj=-A~‘kA-‘BA~~‘-A~‘BA~‘kA ‘+A ‘&j ‘, (3.4) 
#=A~-*]A -*AA- IBA -‘+A ‘BA ‘AA IDA I 
-A l;i~-l~~-l-~~lB~-l;iA ‘+A I~A~I~A~IBA.-I 
+ A ‘BA ‘j/j ‘,jA ‘-A ‘/j/j ‘& ‘-A ‘BA -‘/j/j .’ 
+ 2A-‘kA-*BA *AA *-A ‘kA-*fjA ‘-A ‘&A-*jA.-* 
+ A ‘BA. ‘. (3.5) 
Since the minimum contrast estimator is approximated by simple functions 
of Z,, Z2, and Z,. To give the asymptotic expansion, we must evaluate the 
asymptotic cumulants (moments) of Z, , Zz, and Z3. The following lemma 
is useful to evaluate them (see Taniguchi [ 151). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that .f’,(i.) ,..., j;(j.)E D,, g,(i.) ,..., g,(j.)E DiRMA. We 
@fine rl ,..., f ,, A ’ ,..., A,, the TX T-Toeplk-type mutt-ices ussociated ,rYth 
f,(n) ,... ..f,(l), g’(2) ,..., g,,(k), respective1.v. Then 
T ’ tr r, A;-‘rzA2 ’ . ..f.A,-’ 
=- 2’,!: ,f,(j.)~~~,f,(E.)g,(E.)- ‘...g,(E.) -‘di.+O(T-‘). 
x 
We write 
~%z,(~) = (AWN) + o(T- ‘). (3.6) 
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Here ~(0) will be evaluated explicity for some cases in Section 7. Using 
Lemma 1 and (2.1 ), it is not difficult to show 
LEMMA 2. Under Assutnp~iot~s 1~ 5, WP hme 
E,,(z,(f~,)2=I(H)+O(T ‘), (3.7) 
E,,ZWZ,(f~)j =J(U)+O(T ‘). 13.8) 
E,/Iz,(n))‘=(l,LirT)K(H)+(3/~)IIH)~(t))+O(T 3?), (3.9) 
E,,:z,(f~)Z,(n,) =L(Q)+O(z- ‘), (3.10) 
E,,(Z,(H))‘=M(N)+O(T ‘), (3.11) 
Eo~ZI(H)“Z,(H)J =(lI,/~)N(H)+(2/~)J(H)u(H)+O(~-3”), (3.12) 
(3.13) 
+;f,,,,~= -*(n)+*(T ‘), (3.14) 
E,, TyyjM) = -35(O)-K(O)+@T ‘), 
Y 1 
(3.15) 
E’J T&r(“) = -~L(~~)-~M(H)-~N(H)-H(~~)+o(T 1). (3.16) Y i 
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Put B,= A;‘r, A; ’ . .. r,,-, A,,:‘, where f, ,..., r,, ~, , A, ,..., A, are TX T- 
Toeplitz type matrices associated with some harmonic functions uji )(i:) E 
D, ,..., u{,’ I ‘(A) E D,, oi,’ ‘(j-) E Da,,, ,..., @jr.) E D;,,, , respectively. 
LEMMA 3. Under Assumption 1, ,for ever?1 /I > 0, and some d, > 0, uxe 
have 
P;[(l,‘,:rT) IX;B,X,- E,(X;B,X,)I > dl T”] = o( TV-‘), (3.17) 
uniformly ,for % E 0. 
Proqf: Choose an integer q 3 1 so that 2sa > 1. By Tchebychev’s 
inequality, we have 
P;CWfi! IX;B,X,- E,(X;B,X,)I > 4Tl’l 
6 &[X;B,X,- E,(X;B,X,)]“l/(d, Tl’)““. (3.18) 
Since E,[X>B,X,- EH(X>B,X.)IzV = O( 1) (see Lemma 4 of Taniguchi 
[17]), (3.18) implies (3.17). i 
LEMMA 4. Let Y, he a random variable which has the stochastic expan- 
sion 
Y,= Y’,‘+ Tp3”& (3.19) 
where the distribution of Y ‘,” has the following Edgeworth expansion: 
P{ Y(r3GB)= qQ)p;(x)dx+o(T ‘), 
s (3.20) B 
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nvhere B is a Bore1 set of [w ’ sati.@ng (2.6). Also 15” r satisfies 
pjlt,l >PTfi) =o(T-‘L (3.21) 
P{Y+B}=[ q4(x)p;(x)dx+o(TP’), (3.22) 
B 
,for BE+,. 1 
The above proof proceeds on a similar way to Chibisov [6]. 
Proof of ( 1 ) in Theorem 1. In this proof we develop the discussion by 
using the argument similar to that of Bhattacharya and Ghosh [3] and 
Taniguchi [ 173. Consider the equation 
0= T ‘1,(&)+ T.-‘(M’,)~I,(H,) 
+ (2T)~~‘(H-8,)=~~~(~~) 
+ (6T) ‘(8-O )ZI (0 ) 0 803 r 0 
+ RAeI, (3.23) 
where R,(O) is the usual remainder in the Taylor expansion, for which it 
holds that 
(3.24) 
In view of Lemma 3, we can see that for every CI > 0 there exist positive 
constants d, and d4 such that 
P,‘,W,(~o)l >WY=oU-‘), (3.25) 
PO’, ClZz(eo)l >W=l=4T-‘), (3.26) 
f’&,ClZ#o)l > 4 yl = 4 T- ’ 1, (3.27) 
P:,[l(l/~){~~,(Oo)-E,~i,lBa)}l>diT1=o(T~’), (3.28) 
P&ClR,(@I > 1~-4,14 {dzJ-%=o(T-l). (3.29) 
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Therefore, on a set having P&-probability at least 1 - u( T- ’ ), for some 
constants d, > 0 and d6 > 0 we can rewrite (3.23) as 
~-~o=(~(~o)+~.)-’ 6,+(2T)-‘(8--8,)‘~l,(s,) 
[ 
+ (6T)~‘(BH,)3~~~(B,)+d, 10-8,14[T 1 , (3.30) 
where qr and 6, are random variables whose absolute values are less than 
d6 T- ‘/2+X and CT is a random variable whose absolute value is less than 
d4 T”. There exist a sufficiently large d, > 0 and an integer To such that if 
T> T, and l0-0,l <d,T-‘/‘+” (0 < c( < i), the right-hand side of (3.30) is 
less than d, Tp’12+1. Applying the Brouwer fixed point theorem to the 
right-hand side of (3.30) we have proved (2.4). 1 
Now we set down 
v,=fi(&b), 
Z,(8)= +,, 
and 
AL + 3~(8) + 6qe) + H(e) - 
we) 
z,(e)3 . 
I 
LEMMA 5. Under Assumptions 1-5, we have the following stochastic 
expansion 
&8,-e,)= uT(eo)+ T-3’2cT, (3.31) 
where CT satisfies P&{ I[,1 > pT ,,6} = o( T-‘) for some sequence pT + 0, 
PTfi +co as T-co. 
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Pro@ From the equation Z,(8,) = 0, we have 
O=Z,(O,)+ Tp”2Z,(8,) I’-I,(&) V, 
(3.32) 
where )8* - 6,,\ < Ifi,- 8,1. We rewrite (3.32) as 
v.,=ZJ@o) 
I ,o+V,(flo) VT/~~,(~O))+(~/~,:~TI,(~O)) 
T  0 
V”, (3.33) 
Noting (2.4), (3.2.5-(3.29) with 0 < c( < &, we can write (3.33) as 
(3.34) 
where P&[ IaT.( 1 )I > d, T”] = o( T ‘). for some d, > 0. Substituting (3.34) 
for the right-hand side of (3.33), and noting (3.15) we have 
vTr~+(z,z2/,rrZ2)-((35+~)/2~I-‘)Z:+ 
r 
y, (3.35) 
where P~~[la,.(2)1 > d, T3”] = o( T ‘), for some d, > 0. Again substituting 
(3.35) for the right-hand side of (3.33), and noting (3.16) we have 
VT= u,(e,) + iJT3i2, (3.36) 
where P&[ liT/ > d,, T’“] = o( Tp ’ ), for some d,, > 0. Since 0 < CI < l/10, we 
have the desired result. 1 
Remark. By Lemma 4, the Edgeworth expansion for fi(e,-- 0,) (up 
to order T-‘) is equal to that for U,(e,) on Be9So. Thus we have only to 
derive the Edgeworth expansion for U,(e,). 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION 
As we saw in the previous section we have to seek the Edgeworth expan- 
sion for U,(t),). To do so we have to derive the Edgeworth expansion for 
Z = (Z,(e), Zz(0), Z,(e))‘. Thus, in this section, we give an asymptotic 
expansion of the characteristic function of Z. 
Put 
t(t) = E,{fFZ), 
where t = (t, , t,, t3)‘. Then it is easy to show 
~(t)=detjl(TxT)-(2~/~)~“z(t,H+t,H+t,H)z“”~~”’ 
x exp-(i/fi)(t,,Th,(0)+t2trtjC+t,trH2.), (4.1) 
where I( T x T) is the T x T-identity matrix. Let pi be the jth latent root of 
S=C”*(t,S, + t2S2 + t,S,) C”” (pf3 ... >pp’,>O). Of course each pi is a 
real number. Then we have 
log t(t) = -; i log( 1 - (Zi/fi) p,) 
/=I 
- (i/3)(?, Th.(8)+ t2 tr HZ+ t, tr HZ). (4.2) 
Note the relation 
log(l -ih)= -~~+g+!$‘-;-!$ 
+ h6 i ’ (1 -u)5(1 y;uh),I 0 
where 
/J ‘(l-# d” 0 (l-iuh)6 61 
(e.g., Bhattacharya and Rao [4, p. 571). By (4.3), the relation (4.2) is 
logz(t)= -f i 
/=I 
-(2@/fi)+g+ (8ipj/3Tfi) 
2*ipj I 26~3i 164 
4T2 5 T512 T’ 1 
(4.3) 
- (i/J?)(t, Tb.(d) + t2 tr tiC + t, tr &z), (4.4) 
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where (yjj < 1. Remembering (3.6), we have 
logr(~)=iz,{(,u(8)/fi)+o(T~‘))+~trS’+(4i3/3Tfi)trS3 
(4.5) 
where lRhl < (2’/T-‘) tr S’. Using Lemma 1 we can rewrite as 
A,+++O(T 3,2) 
i 
( iti)( irk), (4.6) 
(A,,+O(T--‘))(ir,)(it,)(it,), (4.7) 
48i4 
T tr S4= 2 i A jk,,,, + O( T-~ ’ 1 f 
,. k. 1. !?1 = I 
x (ir,)(ifli)(ifl)(ir,,,), (4.8) 
(4.9) 
x (it,)(itl,)(jt,)(it,,,)(ir,,), 
.6 
3[rs6= i : A /~/ml, +O(T ‘,; 
,, 1. /. ,,I. II. p = I 
x (it,)(ith)(ir,)(ir,,,)(it,,)(it,). (4.10) 
For examples we can see that A,, =1(e), A,,=J(8), A,, = L(8), 
A,? = M(B), A,,, = K(8), A,,, = N(8), A,,,, = H(8). etc. Thus (4.5) is writ- 
ten as 
logs(t)=it,~(~(B)/v/T)+o(T~ ‘)) 
+ l ; jA,k + B,,/T+ 0( Tp3”)}(it,)(itk) 
,. h - I 
+ (l/6 fi) $ {Aik,+ O(T~‘)}(iti)(itk)(if,) 
,. k. / = I 
1 3 I
+ 24T c ‘A I l~/m + O(T~‘))(il,)(it,)rit,)(it,,,) ,, k. /. ,?1 = I 
1 
+ *20T3’2 ,. k. / 
i IA,wnrz+ O(T--‘)I 
n2 ,t = 1 . . 
x ( iti)( itk)(if,)( it,)( it,,) 
+ R,. (4.11) 
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We set down sZ= {Ajk}, 3 x3-matrix, and lItI =Jm. If Q is 
singular it is not difficult to show that 
Z,(e) = c,(e) Z,(Q) + d,(e) = c,(e) Z,(e) + d,(@, a.s. 
for some constants c,(O), dj( 0) (i = 1, Z), (4.12) 
which implies that the joint distribution of Z is reduced to that of Z,. 
Thus, without loss of generality, henceforth we consider the case when Q is 
nonsingular. 
LEMMA 6. If we take T sufficiently large, then for a 6, > 0 and for all t 
satisfying /I tll < 6, XT, there exists a positive definite matrix Q, and 
polynomial functions F, ( ’ ) and F,( .) such that 
It(t)-A(t:3)l=exp(-$t’f2t}xF,(lltll)~O(T-3i’) 
+ exp(-t’Q,t) x F,(IJtIl).0(Tp3’2), (4.13) 
where 
A(t:3)=exp(-{t’SZt)x l+(@Jfi) 
[ 
+ (l/6 3) i A,Jif,)(itk)(it,) 
/,k./=! 
+ Aif,) 
- f A,,( it,)( itk)(it,) 
6T ,. k. / = I 
x (it,)(itk)(it,)(itlS)(itk.)(itr) 1 . 
Proof: From (4.11) we have 
t(t)=exp{ -~t’Qt} xexp it,((,u/&+o(T-‘)i 
+GT, i Bjk(iti)(itk) + (l/6 4% i A,Jiti)(itk)(itl) 
/.k=l i.k./=l 
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1 
+ = ,. k. /. m  = I 
li Ajk,~(iri)(irk)(itl)(itm! 
+ F,(lltll) O(T 3’2) 1 3 
where F3( .) is a polynomial function. Applying the relation 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
to the second exponential in the right-hand side of (4.14) we have 
It(t)-A(t: 3)1 =exp{ -It’~~t}.F,(lltll)O(T~~“) 
+ O(TP312).F4(I(tll).exp{ -$t’Qt). 
x exp itl((p/fi)+O(T~ ‘11 
+ (l/6& c (A,~,+O(T~‘)j(it,)(it,)(it,) 
I. k. i 
+ kT. c {‘$k,,,r + O(T~‘)}(it,)(itk)(it,)(it,,) 
I. k. 1. nz 
1 
+- 
120T3" c i A /k/m,? 
+O(T ',) 
,. k. 1. m.  n 
+R, , II (4.16) 
where F4(. ) is a polynomial function. Let o > 0 be the smallest eigen value 
of Q. Then for sufficiently large T, we can choose 6, > 0 so that 
I. k. /, m.  n ,. k. 1. m.  n. p = 1 
> 0. (4.17) 
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Thus the last exponential term in (4.16) is dominated by 
evC~l{~+4T-“2)}1 exp lltll [ ’ {;+O(T-‘I}], 
for lItI/ 6 6, ,,I% (4.18) 
which implies the existence of Q, in (4.13). i 
We also have 
LEMMA 7. Under Assumptions 1-5, for every q > 0, there exists h2 >O 
such that 
Iz(t)l 6 (1 +46,q)p’T”4, (4.19) 
for all t satisfying 11 t I/ 3 yl 3, MJ lere I q(T) = [CT], for some constant c. 
Proof: Note that pi = max, e’S’e, where e = (e, ,..., e,)’ E [w’ and e’e = 1. 
Also we have 
e’S2e=e’{~“2(t,H+t,~+tr,H)~“‘1”e 
< 2t:e’C’i’HXHZ’J2e + 2tfe’.Y“1/‘fiZfiL”2e 
+ 2t:e’p?ijCjjp’e, (4.20) 
It is not difficult to show that 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
where c,, c2, and c3 are some positive constants. For exposition we prove 
(4.21). Since.f#(k), h,(L)EDJand g,E&,,,,, we can set 
fi = maxfn(E.) < co, 
2 
h, = max Iho < CD, 
i 
g, = min go(A) > 0. 
683.21;1-2 
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Thus, using discussions of Anderson [2, p. 573-5743 we have 
< f 3: e,e =.f :hf 
’ d 
,-ccc: 
g, 
(4.24) 
Thus we have proved (4.21). The proofs of (4.22) and (4.23) are similar. 
From (4.20) we have 
for any t, where d,, is a positive constant. While by Lemma 1, we get 
Tm’ i pf=Tm’trS2 
,=l 
1 r =- 2n I in It,A(~)+f?B(E,)+t3C(~)}2d~+IItl120(T-’) 
+ lltll*O(T~ ‘1, (4.26) 
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where 
and 
Since we are now assuming that 52 in (4.11) is nonsingular, the functions 
A(L), B(A), and C(A) are linearly independent in the &norm (sTn 1.1’ dE,). 
So we can show that for sufficiently large T, there exists d,, > 0 such that 
T-’ i p;3 Jltl12d12, (4.27) 
j= I 
for any t. The relations (4.25) and (4.27) imply that there exist 6? > 0 and 
q(r)= [CT] such that 
pf3 .” 3&3S, Iltll”. 
Noting that 
It(t)1 = fi (1+-$;)-” 
,=I 
$y( 1 +T ,,tw) ‘!4 
<(l +4629))“‘T)!4, for lltll 3 4 fi, 
the proof is completed. 1 
5. EDGEWORTH EXPANSION FOR Z 
In this section we shall give the Edgeworth expansion for Z. We set 
down B(x : r)= {zg BP: IIz-XII dr, XE BP}. For a probability measure P, 
we denote the variation norm of P by llP[l. The following lemma is known 
as a smoothing lemma (see Bhattacharya and Rao [4, pp. 97-98, 1131). 
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LEMMA 8. Let P and Q be probability measures on Rp and ap the class 
of all Bore1 subsets of [w”. Let W he a positive number. Then there exists a 
kernel probability measure K, such tha; 
SUP IP(B 
Bt 8,’ 
‘I-Q(B)I<i II(P-Q)*K,jl+$ sup Q{(aB)‘” 
B E 49,’ 
I ,> (5.1) 
bvhere K, satisfies , 
and the Fourier transform kR satkfies 
R,(t) = 0 for //t 11 2 8p413/n”3&. 
For BE .%13, define 
Q:“(B)=j/(z:Q) l+(p:fiW,(z) 
+ (l/Q% i A,k,fMz)+gMz~ 
,. k. /= I 
+ GT $- BikH,,(z) ++T. 2 ~A,k,H,,dz) ,. h - I ,,k./=l 
where z = (z, , =2, =3 I’> 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
N(z : .Q) = (2~) 3/2 /QI ‘I2 exp -i 2’52 ‘z, 
(-1)‘ ii‘ 
H,, -,,(z)=--. N( z : a) a-,, . . . &,$ 
N(z : i-2). 
This measure Qg)(. ) corresponds to the characteristic function A(t : 3) in 
Lemma 6. Then we have 
LEMMA 9. Suppose that Assumptions l-5 are satisfied. Then 
sup (P,~{ZE Bj -Q$“(B)I =o(T-‘)+j sup Qg’{(aB)‘“}, (5.4) 
BE a’ Bc.13 
un$orml}>for LEO, where &= T-‘-p, O<p<;. 
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Proof: Substituting Pi{Z EB) and @J(B) for P(B) and Q(B) in 
Lemma 8, respectively, we get 
sup IP,‘(ZEB}-Qp(B)I 
BE.*’ 
d 3 II(P;-Qg’,*K,II +; sup Q~‘{(c~B,“}. 
t?EA+ 
(5.5) 
Note that 
lI(P;- QP)* KII 
= 2 sup{ I(P;--es),* K,(B)I; B&9’} 
,< 2 sup{ I(Pl-Q$‘))* K,(B)I; Beg3 and Bc B(0, rr)} 
+ 2 sup{ [(PC-Qel3’)* K,(B)/; BEg3 and Bc B(0, rT)(‘}, (5.6) 
where rT= T’, 0 CT < t. Here we put d= T ’ /‘, 0 <p < +. Then, for 
Bc B(0, rT)’ we have 
I(+ QL?‘,* KdB)l d IF’;*&(B)1 + lQ$‘*&(B)I 
~P,NlZlI ~r./2)+K,{B(O,r,/2)“) 
+ Q$“( B(0, rJ2)“) + K, { B(0, rT/2)“}. (5.7) 
It is easy to check 
Qg’{ B(0, r,/2)} = o( Tm ‘). (5.8) 
The relations (3.25), (3.36), and (3.27) imply 
P,T(llZIl >r,/2)=o(Tp’). 
While (5.2) implies 
K,{B(0,r,/2)“}=O(T-3-3Y~~3T)=o(T-’). 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Thus we have 
IU’P Q&?,* &(B)I = 4T-‘), (5.11) 
for B c B(0, ry)‘. Now we have only to evaluate 
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By Fourier inversion we have 
I(P; - Qg’,* K,(B)1 < (27~)-.~(~~~‘r:-/3r(t)) j I(P;- &‘)(t) &(t)l dt. 
(5.12) 
By Lemma 6 and noting &J(t)=A(t : 3), the right-hand side of (5.12) is 
dominated by 
O( T”’ 3/7) I ,,t,,dii, ;~ levi -NW xMtll) 
+ exp{ -t’Q,,tl x ~z(l/tl/)l Ill tit 
+ O(T3’) j I(& - @‘,(t, kg(t)l Lit (5 13) . 
ii, ,.‘-< lItI\ <8(314’) T’-i’/n’:J 
Evidently the first term of the above is of order O(Te4j3). Also by 
Lemma 7, we have 
O(T”)j _ 
ii,~‘T<//l/l~X(3)“‘T’+,‘:n” 
I(& @g’)(t) z?&(t)( dt
where d,, and d,, are appropriate positive constants. The above (5.14 
dominated by 
) is 
O( T3’ + 3 + 3” )(l +46*6,)Py’7’)‘4 +o(T-‘)=o(T-‘). 
Therefore we have proved 
sup{I(PQ-Q~))*K,(B)I;BcB(O,r.))=o(T~’), 
which completes the proof. 1 
(5.15) 
6. PFSXF FOR (2) OF THEOREM 1 
Consider the following transformation 
w,(e) = z,(e), 
w,(e)=z,(e)-J(e)z(e)~-‘z,(e), 
w,(e) = z,(e) - L(e) z(e)-’ z,(e). 
(6.1) 
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Henceforth, for simplicity we sometimes use W, , W,, and W,, instead of 
W,(O), W,(O), and W,(O), respectively. Evidently (6.1) is a continuous 
bijective transformation. We denote (6.1) by W = x(Z), where 
W = ( W, , W,, W,)‘. By Lemma 9, we have 
sup IP,T{ZEX-‘(B)} - QF’{x- ‘(B))I 
L3t.d’ 
= $ sup Qg)[{i)xP’(B)}‘“]+O(TP’). 
BE.& 
(6.2 1 
Here we put Q%‘(B) = Q$’ ix ‘- ‘(B) 1. Then it is not difficult to show 
Q$'(B)= jB N(w, : I) N(w2, w3 : Q,) 
x 1 + i (c:“/,/% H,W+W~&,,~, c):l:H,,,(w) 
/=I 
+ kT i (c$‘+ cyc:.“) H,,(w) 
/.k=l 
+6T l li f: ’ +::,i, H,,t?l(w 1 ,. A. /. ,,I = I 
1 
+ %? Ii $A!, H,d w  1 ,. L. /. n, = I 
1 
+ = ii 
c;;,‘c;.& H,k,i.k.I.(~) 
,. k-. /. ,‘, k’. r = 1 
= BqTww 1 say, (6.3) 
where w  = (w”, M’?, M’~)‘, N(M’, : 1) = (27~) - “’ I- ‘C exp - (~$‘21) and 
NW>, iv3 : Q2) = (2rc)’ IQ,1 -“2 exp - t(w2, u.~) Q,‘(:::;), 
Q,= QnQ23 ( > Q,*Q,, ’ 2 x 2-matrix. 
For examples we can see 
c\” = p(O), 4” = -J(8) p(@/Z(fl), _ CL’)= -L(O) p(O)/Z(O), 
Qz2=M(e)-J(B)2z(e)-‘, cl::=N(B)-J(8)K(e)/z(8), 
cI:‘1, = H(Q), etc. 
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Since x is continuous, we have 
r?x ‘(B)c i: ‘(;iB), 
iax ‘(B)y c {x ‘(dLq2”. 
By the continuity of x, there exists a>0 such that 
{I ‘(aB)y cx ‘((aBy) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
Thus we have 
LEMMA 10. Under Assumptions l-5 
sup IP;‘(WEB)-Q$‘(B)I=; sup Q${(aB)U”}+o(T--‘), (6.6) 
BE 64’ BE 1’ 
un[formly,ftir tl E 0, where a is a positive constant and 8 = TP ‘--p, 0 < p < f. 
Now we rewrite U,.(8) in Lemma 5 as 
U,lW,=T+(W, Wz;I’,lTT)-((J+K) bV/2I’fi) 
+‘qw, w;+( -‘y) qw2+; wy w, 
2J2 + 3KJ+ K’ 
+ 
21’ 
-L+3M+6N+H w3 
61 (6.7) 
Consider the following transformation 
s,= U,(W), 
s2 = w2, (6.8 1 
s, = w,. 
We denote (6.8) by S = $(W), where S = (S,, S,, S,)‘. For sufficiently large 
T, we can take a set 
such that II/ is a C”-mapping on M,. 
BY (6.61, 
sup IP;fwElj ‘(BX[W2)}-Q~‘(~~~‘(BXIW2))I 
BE td 
=+ sup Q$‘{(&-‘(Bx Rz))ub} +o(T-‘). 
BE.!4 
(6.9) 
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We can see that 
=s qr(w)dw+O(TP’) M,n*-‘(RXflG) 
= s IBxlRi2)nNt qr($F(S)l IJI &++o(T-‘), (6.1°) 
where N7.=$(Mr) and IJI is the Jaccobian. Since we can solve so that 
JSfS, SfS, 
w, =z,s, -(S,S,/fi)+ ((J+K) s:/2 &+7-y 
+ (-J’-JK)S;+L+3M+6N+H 
2IT 6T 
Si’+o(T-‘), (6.11) 
uniformly on M,, it is not diff%ult to show that 
q&-‘(S); lJl=N(z,S,)N(Sz,S,;SZ,) 
x 
PAS) 
,,+(p,(S)l~)+~+o(T-‘) (6.12) 
uniformly on N,, where p,(S) and p?(S) are polynomials of S. Thus 
we have 
Q@.($ -'(Bx [w2)j = 
I ;BxR?;n/v, 
N(I,S, 1 MS,, s,: Q,) 
x l~+(p,(S),‘.,/?)+~+o(T -I) 
i 
P@) 
x N(S,,S,:Q2)dS2dS, dS,+o(T-‘). 
I 
Calculating the square bracket in (6.13), and noting that 
Q$){(&-‘(Bx R2))““} 
< Q$‘[$ ’ {(asp x R’)] for some h > 0, 
(6.13) 
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(remember (6.9)). Here 
(2 - 15s” + 45.X” - 15), (6. 15) 
where 
J+K P 
rl= -213/‘+l”” 
3J+2K -~ /I - p2 ’ 
29 A 75’+14JK+5K” L+4N+H 2p(2J+K) 
pr=7+7+ 
2r3 12 - I2 ’ 
s _ 12(2J+ K)(J+ K) 4L+ 12N+ 3H 
I-- P I2 ’ 
where 
A(o) Var[Z,(H)J =Z(e)+y+~(Tmm’), 
Z (d)=l(tl-@)+o(T-I). T  T 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
Remembering (2.6) we have proved (2) of Theorem 1. More explicit forms 
of (6.15) for the exact maximum likelihood estimators are given in 
Taniguchi [ 171. 
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7. THIRD ORDER ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES 
OF MINIMUM CONTRAST ESTIMATORS 
Taniguchi [ 171 discussed third order asymptotic properties of maximum 
likelihood estimators in the class of third order asymptotically median 
unbiased (AMU) estimators, and showed a certain optimality of maximum 
likelihood estimators. Using the Edgeworth expansions of minimum con- 
trast estimators we can discuss their third order asymptotic properties in 
this class. 
If an estimator 8, satisfies the equations 
lim T’” lb2 lP,:{&a-8)20) -l/2/ =o, (7.2) T- x 
then p;. is called &h-order asymptotically median unbiased (kth-order 
AMU). We denote the set of kth-order AMU estimators by A,. In general 
the minimum contrast estimators 4, is not third order AMU . To be so a 
modification of 8, is required. The following theorem gives the validity of 
Edgeworth expansion for modified estimators of 4,. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that m(6) is a continuously twice differentiable 
function. Define 
e,,, = e,+gl(BT,, 
then 
uniformly for 0 E C, where 
43Y) = 1 + (l/J% la,+~m(e)}1,+(:;,‘6JrT)(~?-3?,) 
+ ~~{~~+~~+2m’(e)+znz(e)2+2~, J?m(e))(y-l) 
( y4 - 6JJ + 3 ) 
Y: + -&+15y4+45+15). 
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Prmf: Since m(. ) is continuously twice differentiable, we have 
~~(e,~,-B)=~(d,--e,+(~~~~)m(e) 
m’(0) 
+ fi(s,-o,-~ 
+ T “i~(ti,-o))‘m”(e*)/~, (7.4) 
where 0 5 O* 5 6,.. By ( 1) of Theorem I we have 
Pl:[~~(B,-s)l*rn~(H*)/~> P]=O(T-f), (7.5) 
forO<cc<i. Puttingp,=T*’ “? in Lemma 4, we have only to derive the 
Edgeworth expansion for a,U, +.F,, where aT= {I + m’(O)/T), 
U,=fi(i?,.-t)) and s,=mm(H). By Theorem 1, we have 
sup 
BE di, 
qqX,&X)d~X =u(T.‘). (7.6) 
B 
Lemma 4 implies that 
sup (P,:(,/?i(&,,-0)~ B) - P; 
BE *,I 
{a,U,+s,E B}J = o(T-‘). (7.7) 
Also we have 
&x)p:(x)dx =o(T ‘). (7.8) 
Bt d,, I ‘u,r+\,tB 
Transforming .V = a r.~ + s’ T. it is not difficult to show 
s qK~)p:(x)d~~= i(~)~~~(~))dll+o(T~‘). s (7.9) n,tf,EB 8 
The relations (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9) imply our assertion. 1 
For m(O) = (K(8)/6Z(8)2) - (p(0)/Z(0)), we denote 0; = 0,. In this case 
we have 
COROLLARY 2. 
- 1 + (Y 1 -x/6 fir, + (Y ,/6 fil (x3 - 3x) 
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1 2rj A 2~’ 135J2 + 216JK+ 7QK2 
i- FT i+yI+ 
3613 
3L+9N+2H 
312 
+ gT(x6- 15,~~+45.u~- 15) d.u =o(T-‘). 1 I (7.10) 
Remark. Of course ej belongs to A,, and we can see that the 
asymptotic distribution of 4; (up to second order) coincides with that of 
the second order efficient estimator (see Taniguchi [ 15, 173 ). 
Remark. It is easy to check that 8: is third order AMU. Also it is 
ed = 2~ + A - 2~1’ that depends on the minimum contrast estimator. 
Let d,* (i= 1,2) be the modified minimum contrast estimators with p,, 
Ai, ‘I, and m, (i= 1, 2) in place of p, A, I?, and m, respectively. Then we have 
COROLLARY 3. For B = ( -a, a), a > 0, 
lim T[~~(~(~:-U)EB}-P~(~(B~-B)EB~] 
r- I 
= frri(a)i2(~2-~1)+Al-A,+2(~;-)II)). (7.11) 
Thus f2q, + A, - 2pL; is smaller than 2~~ + A, - 2pi, than 0: is better than 
4: in third order yenye. . . 
EXAMPLE 3. Let (X,) be a Gaussian autoregressive process with the 
spectral density 
where 101 < 1. 
Let 0: be the modified maximum likelihood estimator of 8 (defined in 
Example 1). Also let 8,* be the modified quasi-maximum likelihood 
estimator of 8 (defined in Example 2). Then we have 
p,=O, 
3e’- I 
Al = (1 42)2’ r,-, = -A,. 
-0 -(J-l 
k=(] 42)’ A,'(1 42)29 rf2 = 0. 
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For this case, the right-hand side of (7.11) is equal to 
which coinsides with the result of Fujikoshi and Ochi [IS]. That is, 0: is 
better than e?. 
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